
Paper 46/18 
 
Lighting of footpath at Main Street/Carr Lane Corner. 
 
  Councillors will be aware of my ongoing concern for pedestrian safety on the corner of the footpath 
outside  
the Village Hall. Although there is a street lamp near the Hall’s hedge it provides inadequate 
illumination of the narrow and irregular path. This presents a real and present danger 
particularly to the elderly going to and from Main Street. In light of my own concerns and those 
more recently expressed by other folk I am minded to do something about it, namely to have 
installed some additional illumination of the path. 
 
Although not primarily a benefit to the Hall as such I have discussed this with my Hall 
Management Committee colleagues who are supportive and are prepared to: - 
 
                            (a)allow the installation of lights on Village Hall land 
                 and 
                            (b) provide electrical power for these lights at the expense of the Hall 
 
I have discussed this with Grace Nodes who has technical knowledge in such matters and is 
prepared to install the appropriate lighting. We have jointly developed the following proposal :- 
 

- Install 3 low voltage lantern lights. One located on one side of the GVH gate, a second 
around the corner (in the vicinity of the Laburnum tree) and a third, subject to the 
Council’s assent, mounted on the Notice Board but to the steel supports & not to the 
board itself. 

- Provide power to these lights from a transformer in the Hall’s Air Raid Shelter (the on -
going cost of the electricity will be carried by the Village Hall). 

- The lights to be controlled by a Dusk to Dawn sensor mounted on the shelter. 
- Although the system will carry low voltage LEDs and therefore no danger of 

electrocution, we shall need to protect the wiring by putting it in suitable conduit to 
protect it from damage. To accomplish this we shall need to have a small trench 
excavated in the concrete between the 2 gateposts. 

 
 
   Grace is preparing the detailed costings for the electrical componentry for this project and I am 
seeking      costings for  the excavation of the little trench under the gate .We anticipate that the 
total cost of this installation will be less than £300. Labour for the installation will be done free by 
Grace and myself and we aim to have it up and running by the time the evenings close in. 
 
The purpose of this paper is twofold. Firstly to seek the Council’s approval to utilise the Notice 
Board’s supporting pole to mount one of the lights and secondly to request that the Council make 
the funds available (against receipted bills) for the up to £300 required to enhance the safety of 
our fellow villagers in this way.  
 
                 [Should any Councillors wish to see the type of lights which will be used, they will be 
similar to those which Grace and Christine have on the hedge of their house on Stillington Road] 

 
 
 

John Smale. 
12 September 2018. 


